Exhaust Adapters and Flanges

Originally designed for the 14 degree Pro Action SBC, but will fit on 18 or 15 degree Chevy heads as well. Adapters are made from ½” 6061 Aluminum, flanges are ¼” 1018 Cold Rolled Steel. Adapters have a notch to clear the valve cover and bolts are positioned to clear the spark plugs.

Adapters - $100.00
Flanges - $100.00
Adapters and flanges together - $175.00:
Adapters can be matched to cylinder head - labor only $175*

******Other models now available******

Adapters and flanges for Hooker Pattern 23º SBC heads.

Stahl Adapters available.

Flanges for Early Model Hemi with stock type exhaust port or round ports.

Flanges for DRCE style engines.

*labor only. Minimum of one cylinder head must be sent to match properly.